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Abstract. Virtual machine (VM) migration in the cloud computing (CC) envi-
ronment is an important issue to solve many problems, such as: Load Balancing,
accomplished by migrating VMs out of overloaded/overheated servers, and
Server Consolidation, where servers can be selectively brought down for main-
tenance after migrating their workload to other servers. In this paper, we propose
an efficient VM migration algorithm based on minimization of migrations in CC
to improve efficiency and response the requirements for user and restrict of
service level agreements (SLA) violation. Experimental results showed the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm compared with existing algorithm.

Keywords: Virtual machine � Datacenter � Cloud computing � Live migration �
Cloudsim

1 Introduction

In CC, storage, application, server and network devices can be virtualized. Virtual-
ization can make many benefits, such as resource utilization, portability, and applica-
tion isolation, reliability of system, higher performance, improved management ability
and fault tolerance.

During operation of the datacenter in CC, many issues will arise, where energy
issue plays an important role. Energy consumption in the datacenter will be very large,
occupying a large part of operating costs. Greater power consumption leads to emit
more CO2 emissions, causing the greenhouse effect, the effect posed on the environ-
ment. The consolidation of VMs on a physical server that has light loads, use live
migration, then state transition of idle servers into a state with low energy consumption
(sleep, hibernate), which will help service providers optimize cloud resource usage and
reduce energy consumption. However, it is very difficult to optimize the use of energy
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as the programs’ workload keeps changing all the time which requests for the supply of
dynamic resources. Therefore, the consolidation of VMs may badly affect performance.
If the resources required by an application that is not fully allocated, then the responses
to the application of user may be slow, or not available.

In addition, overloading of the services on the VM leads to a fact that we need to
migrate to the VM has greater processing capacity to ensure quality of services
(QoS) of cloud computing provider with customer commitment through the SLAs.

Determining when to implement VM migration in the CC is a major challenge to
researchers and providers of CC services. Making a decision on implementing VM
migration effectively and ensuring the performance of the system as well as the most
efficient system resources usage are the ultimate goals of CC. This paper proposes a
method of improving VM algorithm based on minimization of migrations to improve
utilization, as well as satisfying the requirements for users.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related work, in
Sect. 3, we propose method to improve VM migration algorithm, the experiment is
described in Sect. 4, and the conclusion is presented in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Live migration facilitates online maintenance, load balancing and energy management
[12]: (1) Online maintenance: Improving system’s reliability and availability a system
must be connected with the clients and the upgradation and maintenance of the system
is also a necessary task so for this all VMs are migrated away without disconnections.
(2) Load Balancing: VMs can be migrated from heavy loaded host to light loaded host
to avoid overloading of any one server. (3) Energy Management: VMs can be con-
solidated to save the energy. Some of the underutilized server VM’s are switched
down, and the consolidated servers ensure power efficient green cloud.

Fig. 1. An example of migrating VM [6].
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Figure 1 shows the process of migrating VM. Initially, there are three VMs on a
physical server Node 1 and one VM on a physical server Node 2. The migration
process allows VM to run on Node 2 switched on Node 1.

The nature of the migration of a VM from one server to another server is that it
transfers the whole system run-time state, including CPU state, memory data, and local
disk storage, of the VM.

VM Migration methods are divided into two types [7]: Live migration and non-live
migration. The status of the VM loses and user can notice the service interruption in
cold migration. VM keeps running while migrating and does not lose its status. User
doesn’t feel any interruption in service during live migration. In live migration process,
the state of a VM to migrate is transferred. The state consists of its memory contents
and local file system. Local file system does not need to be transferred. First, VM is
suspended, then its state is transferred, and lastly, VM is resumed at destination host.
This migration method is applied to cloud computing environments.

Anton Beloglazov et al. [2] proposed migration techniques and VM consolidation
for ultimate energy in a data center. The algorithms [2] were proposed: a general
algorithm of migration decision-making and an algorithm to select VMs to migrate. Ts
EpoMofolo et al. [8] proposed a prediction method based on the allocation of resources
using VM migration. The authors proposed an algorithm to select the destination
server. The goal of this algorithm is ensuring the servers to operate at an acceptable
level to maximize available capacity of the system. Anton Beloglazov et al. [3] pro-
posed two algorithms, the first: selecting the VM to migrate based on the criteria of the
least of migration times; the second: Selecting the destination server to migrate with a
goal to optimize the energy consumption of the system. Christopher Clark et al. [4]
focus on the study of how to make “live migration”, in [4] study Pre-copy migration
method and its optimal solution. In addition, several other studies also study VMs
migration on the CC environment [1, 5, 10, 11], the general characteristics of these
researchs are aimed at achieving optimal use of energy of the system, also fully
exploiting the processing power of the system.

In the CC environment, the implementation of live migration aimed at optimal
system performance as well as operating costs while ensuring QoS. The migration
process is divided into two phases: deciding phase migration and implementing phase
migration. Deciding stage migration includes determining which conditions will be
needed for the migration of VM, which VM needs migrating, and where to imgrate. In
the second stage, this stage applied different techniques to the movement of the VM
state is working to the destination server.

3 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we analyze migration algorithm of selecting VM that requires minimum
times of migration [3]. Then, we propose an improved algorithm with the goal of
improving VM migration selection, so that it could have number of times at least and
the remaining available CPU is minimal.

Algorithm [3] has the advantage that the number of times of migration is at least,
leading to less occurrence of SLA violations while also minimizes consuming CPU
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performance as well as network bandwidth for migration process. Besides, the list of
VMs is sorted before performing VM selection to migrate, in case of migrating only
one VM, then the remaining available CPU after migration is smallest. That exploits
thoroughly the resources.

However, in case you need to migrate more than one VM, the algorithm will not get
the maximum exploitation of system resources. That is becaused during implemention
process, if the algorithm does not find a VM to satisfy the condition in line 9 in Fig. 2,
the algorithm will select a VM with the highest CPU usage to migrate, which will
obviously ensure the selecting number of VMs at least leading to smallest of migration
times, but the availability of the CPU of server after migration of VMs found was not
the smallest. For example, assuming that a host has many VMs with CPU utilizations
were 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 and it has the maximum CPU utilization threshold UT = 16. Thus, this
server is overloaded, and has to migrate one or more VMs, so that total CPU utilization
of the VMs migration is always greater than 8 to put the server operating within
allowed threshold. If we apply above algorithm to choose the VM for migration, then
two VMs with CPU utilization were 3 and 7 will be selected. The CPU utilization of
server after migrating two selected VMs is 3 + 7 − 8 = 2. But, we easily see that two
VMs have CPU utilization 4, 5 as well as that make server not overloaded. Wherea, the
CPU utilization after migrating two VMs is 4 + 5 − 8 = 1. If these two VMs are
selected, it will ensure miminum number of times, but still fully utilize system capacity.

From above limitation, we can improve the algorithm in [3] by Anton et al. so that
the number of VMs, which are migrated, that is at least. At the same time achieving the
purpose of maximizing the performance of the server. Meaning, the CPU utilization of

Fig. 2. Pseudo-code for the Minimization of Migration (MM) Algorithm [3]
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the server after performing the migration will reach the threshold of the most over-
loaded. We suggest the improvements selecting VM in case you need to migrate
multiple VMs. In the data center, there is a list of overloaded servers, each server has a
list of VMs vmList that has to migrate the VM (migrationList) in oder to put server on
an acceptable level within thresholds, CPU utilization of the server is hostUtil which
are exceeded on the UT, diffValue is a real number representing the difference between
current CPU utilization of the server and above threshold. Select the minimum number
of VMs for migration, the total CPU utilization of the VMs, which are migrated,
vmsMigrateUtil is larger than diffValue (bringing server utilization to be within
threshold), while (bestFitValue = vmsMigrateUtil – diffValue) is minimal to maximize
exploitation of system resources.

The proposed algorithm for multi VMs immigration are: Determine number of
migrating VMs: numbersVmMigrate.

After determined number of VMs that going to be migrated, list out the migration
plans based on VM’s location in vmlist of the host. With each plans the algorithm will
calculate bestFitValue and decide migration plan based on the value of bestFitValue,
the plan with smallest bestFitValue will be chosen.

Listing out migration plans is actually matter of listing element num-
bersVmMigrate=k in array listVm.size() =n. This paper uses backtracking algorithm to
accomplish. Optimal migration plan is determined through attempts. The result is
represented by a vector XOPT[] including numbersVmMigrate elements. Also, each
migration plan is represented by a vector result that consists of numbersVmMigrate
element result = (x1, x2, …, xk).

At each step i:
Built up elements x1, …, xi-1
Creating components xi by evaluating all the possibilities that xi can be.
If there is an ability j that is appropriate to xi, then xi is determined according to j. If

i = numbersVmMigrate, we identified a complete migration plan. Check if this
migration plan is better than previous plan, then we proceed an update, if it is not better
there wil be no update required. However, if i is smaller than numbersVmMigrate
proceed step i+1 to determine xi+1.

Backtracking algorithms can be written in the form of pseudo-code as follows:
Procedure In line 6 of Fig. 3 is used to update the migration plan. To clarify how

the listing of this approach work, we describe an example that illustrate to select two
elements of sequence {7, 5, 4, 3, 1} - the sequence has been shown in the example
above (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for the Backtracking Algorithm
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Using the backtracking technique to list out all of avaibility that are selected with
two elements. Each result is the position of the two numbers that taken out from
sequence. In each plan, the process will be executed to filter out the plan that is most fit
to requirement. The improved algorithm is described in Fig. 5.

4 Experiment

In this section, we conducted experiments on heterogeneous cloud computing envi-
ronment which has a data center with features such as Table 1. The algorithms are
implemented through simulation package CloudSim based tool [9]. Java language is
used for develop and implement the algorithms. Experiments will be conducted to
compare the improved algorithm with the algorithm in [3] based on the following
scenario:

Pair 1: Select migrated VM that has smallest times of migration according to the
original algorithm and Select lowest energy consumption server

Pair 2: Select migrated VM that has smallest times of migration according to
improved algorithm and Select lowest energy consumption server (Table 2)

In the simulation environment with a Broker’s request of 2001 VMs, as follows
(Table 3):

These VMs require same number of hard-drive and bandwidth. Assuming the VMs
are running the game services, online services with parameters of cloudlet: 2500 Mips,
outputFile = inputfile = 300 bytes.

The over-load and under-load threshold used in simulation programs are 70 % and
20 % respectively. Simulation time in scenarios is 1 day = 60 * 24 = 1440 min. The
time for the system considering the migration is 350 s.

The simulation results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7: the blue line is the result of
applying the original algorithm which has not been improved, the red line is the result
of improved algorithm.

Fig. 4. Illustration of selected VM migration.
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Thus, Figs. 6 and 7 show that the improved algorithm is better than original
algorithm in multiple evaluation criteria.

In theory, improved algorithm enables maximum server resource utilization,
namely the CPU usage after migrating VMs get close to the upper limit, leading to
higher Utilization index (Fig. 7, The Utilization is represented in red line). Sometimes,
the utilization level of two algorithms are relatively balanced. This happens when the
migration of just one VM server can provide acceptable threshold.

Fig. 5. Pseudo-code for the Improved MM Algorithm
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In terms of energy consumption, improved algorithms also give better results that
are shown in Fig. 6. In the improved algorithm, the number of active servers main-
tained at a lower level that are as shown in Fig. 7, therefore energy consumption of
servers and cooling systems will be less.

Table 1. Detail of the data center

OS Linux

Architecture X86
VMM Xen
TimeZone 10
VM Migration Enable
Cost per Second ($) 3
Cost per RAM ($) 0.05
Cost per Storage ($) 0.001
Cost per Bandwidth ($) 0

Table 2. The table in the simulation server

Type of server HP Proliant G4

Number 220
Host Mips 1860
Number of PE 2
Ram 4 Gb
Bandwidth 10 Gbps
HDD 100000 Tbs

Table 3. Detail of VMs in simulations

Name of VM Mips Ram Policy Number lượng
low 500 500 Time Shared 2001

Fig. 6. Result implemented in the form (Color figure online)
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Figure 6 shows the system maintenance operations in CPU consumption close to
the upper limit, due to improved algorithm requires less migrations, it helps reducing
the rate SLA violations. On the other hand, improved algorithms select the VM which
has a lower CPU consumption, so the migration time of the VM will be less than the
migration time of VMs of original algorithm. This reduces the violations to committed
service, the service provider reduces the cost of fines for violations committed service
triggers and the time required to select the destination server drops (Fig. 6).

5 Conclusion

VMs migration in the cloud is the problem which has drawn great concern from many
interested researchers. There are many VM migration algorithms that have been pro-
posed. The effectiveness of these techniques helped solve many problems on CC, such
as load balancing, system maintenance etc. to enhance performance using cloud
computing as well as quality of customer service.

This paper proposed an efficient VM migration decision-making algorithm on CC
to solve the above problems. However, due to the fact that the new method was tested
on simulated cloud environment using CloudSim tool, this method should be qualified
on real environment in the future to clearly see its performance.

Fig. 7. Performance comparison results in graph (Color figure online)
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